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This  request  is  for  the  Stein-Zimmermann  quarter-tone  accidentals,  the  most  common
standard in music notation for quarter-tone accidentals, and for their extension by arrows to
denote smaller alterations. 

Characters
The proposed characters, along with their PUA points in the Standard Music Font Layout
(SMuFL) specification, are:

 1D1EB MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF SHARP. [SMuFL U+E282.] Figures 1–14.
 1D1EC MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE AND A HALF SHARP. [SMuFL U+E283.] Figures 1–14.
 1D1ED MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT. [SMuFL U+E280.] Figures 1–8, 10–14.
 1D1EE MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT. [SMuFL U+E281.] 

Figures 1–2, 4–8, 10–14.
 1D1EF MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF SHARP UP. [SMuFL U+E299.] Figures 16–17, 19–24.
 1D1F0 MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF SHARP DOWN. [SMuFL U+E29A.] Figures 15, 19–24.
 1D1F1 MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE AND A HALF SHARP UP. [SMuFL U+E29B.] 

Figures 15–16, 19–22, 24.
 1D1F2 MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE AND A HALF SHARP DOWN. [SMuFL U+E29C.] 

Figures 19–24.
 1D1F3 MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT UP. [SMuFL U+E290.] Figures 15, 20–21, 23–24.
 1D1F4 MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT DOWN. [SMuFL U+E291.] Figures 20–21, 23–24.
 1D1F5 MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT UP. [SMuFL U+E294.] 

Figures 20–21, 23–24.
 1D1F6 MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT DOWN. [SMuFL U+E295.] 

Figures 15, 20–21, 24.
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Properties
1D1EB;MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF SHARP;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1EC;MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE AND A HALF SHARP;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1ED;MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1EE;MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1EF;MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF SHARP UP;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F0;MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF SHARP DOWN;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F1;MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE AND A HALF SHARP UP;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F2;MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE AND A HALF SHARP DOWN;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F3;MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT UP;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F4;MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT DOWN;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F5;MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT UP;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F6;MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT DOWN;So;0 ;L;;;;;N;;;;;

Annotations
1D1EB MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF SHARP

= quarter tone sharp
1D1EC MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE AND A HALF SHARP

= three-quarter tone sharp
1D1ED MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT

= quarter tone flat
1D1EE MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT

= three-quarter tone flat
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Chart
Greyed-out cells are already assigned or (light grey) are requested in separate proposals.

Musical Symbols
1D100 1D1FF

1D10 1D11 1D12 1D13 1D14 1D15 1D16 1D17 1D18 1D19 1D1A 1D1B 1D1C 1D1D 1D1E 1D1F

0 𝄀 𝄐 𝄠 𝄰 𝅀 𝅐 𝅘𝅥𝅮��  𝅰
 𝆀� 𝆐 𝆠 𝆰 𝆺𝅥𝅯�� 𝇐 𝇠 

1 𝄁 𝄑 𝄡 𝄱 𝅁 𝅑 𝅘𝅥𝅮��  𝅰� 𝆀�  𝅰𝆑 𝆡 𝆱 𝇁 𝇑 𝇡 

2 𝄂 𝄒 𝄢 𝄲 𝅂 𝅒 𝅘𝅥𝅮�
  𝅰' 𝆀( 𝆒 𝆢 𝆲 𝇂 𝇒 𝇢 

3 𝄃 𝄓 𝄣 𝄳 𝅃 𝅓 𝅘𝅥𝅮��  𝆃 𝆓 𝆣 𝆳 𝇃 𝇓 𝇣 

4 𝄄 𝄔 𝄤 𝄴 𝅄 𝅔 𝅘𝅥𝅮�'  𝆄 𝆔 𝆤 𝆴 𝇄 𝇔 𝇤 

5 𝄅 𝄕 𝄥 𝄵 𝅅 𝅕  𝅰�  𝆀N 𝆕 𝆥 𝆵 𝇅 𝇕 𝇥 

6 𝄆 𝄖 𝄦 𝄶 𝅆 𝅖  𝅰[  𝆀\ 𝆖 𝆦 𝆶 𝇆 𝇖 𝇦 

7 𝄇 𝄗 ́V 𝄷 𝅇 𝅗  𝅰g  𝆀h 𝆗 𝆧 𝆷 𝇇 𝇗 𝇧 

8 𝄈 𝄘 Ẃ 𝄸 𝅈 𝅘𝅥𝅮  𝅰r  𝆀s 𝆘 𝆨 𝆸 𝇈 𝇘 𝇨 

9 𝄉 𝄙 𝄩 𝄹 𝅉  𝅰~  𝆀� 𝆙 𝆩 𝆹 𝇉 𝇙 𝇩 

A 𝄊 𝄚 𝄪 𝄺 𝅊 𝅚 𝅪  𝆀� 𝆚 𝆀� 𝆺𝅥𝅯 𝇊 𝇚 𝇪 

B 𝄋 𝄛 𝄫 𝄻 𝅋 𝅛 𝅫  𝅰� 𝆀� 𝆛 𝆀� 𝆹� 𝇋 𝇛  

C 𝄌 𝄜 𝄬 𝄼 𝅌 𝅜 𝅬  𝅰¢ 𝆌 𝆜 𝆀¥ 𝆺𝅥𝅯� 𝇌 𝇜  

D 𝄍 𝄝 𝄭 𝄽 𝅍 𝅝 𝆀  𝅰® 𝆍 𝆝  𝅰± 𝆹�� 𝇍 𝇝  

E 𝄎 𝄞 𝄮 𝄾 𝅎 𝅗�  𝅰�  ̧𝅰 𝆎 𝆞 𝆮 𝆺𝅥𝅯�� 𝇎 𝇞  

F 𝄏 𝄟 𝄯 𝄿 𝅏 𝅘𝅥𝅮�  𝅰�  𝅰Â 𝆏 𝆟 𝆯 𝆹�� 𝇏 𝇟  
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Background
Unicode encodes three sets of accidentals that have been used to represent quarter tones:

• Basic accidentals with up and down arrows, U+1D12C through U+1D131:  𝄬 𝄭 𝄮 𝄯 𝄰 𝄱
• Sharp and flat modified with a digit 4, U+1D132 and U+1D133:  𝄲 𝄳
• Persian sori and koron, U+1D1E9 and U+1D1EA:  𝇩 𝇪

The first two sets were present in the original Musical Symbols block; the Persian accidentals
were proposed in  L2/20-159. However, Unicode does not support what is today the most
common standard for quarter-tone accidentals (Gould 2011, p. 96). The basic accidentals with
arrows were historically used for quarter tones but are now generally used for even smaller
intervals and supplemented with some or all of the symbols requested in this proposal. In
the Standard Music  Font Layout specification (SMuFL),  which assigns many non-Unicode
musical  symbols  to  the  Private  Use  Area,  these  are  called  the  “Stein-Zimmermann”
accidentals (Spreadbury 2021), after Richard Stein (1882–1942), who used the sharp signs  
and  in his Zwei Konzertstücke Op. 26, and Bernd Alois Zimmermann (1918–1970), who used
the flat signs  and  in his works (Matmati 2021–2022). However, the sharp signs at least are
much older: they were proposed by the Italian composer Giuseppe Tartini (1692–1770) in
1756 (Stone 1980, p. 68). 

The Stein-Zimmermann quarter-tone sharp sign   is  graphically  half a sharp sign,  ♯,  and
similarly the Stein-Zimmermann three-quarter-tone sharp sign  is a sharp and a half. These
have graphic variants with one and three diagonal crossbars and two verticals, or with both
the verticals and crossbars varying in number (Gould 2011, p. 96; Anon. 2020), as seen in
Figure 14, but the requested forms are more common (Anon. 2020).

The Stein-Zimmermann quarter-tone flat sign  is a reversed flat ♭. The Stein-Zimmermann
three-quarter-tone flat sign is made up of such a reversed flat and a normal flat. Similarly to
the double-flat symbol ♭♭ ~ 𝄫, it sometimes appears with its component parts disconnected,
♭, and sometimes with them connected (i.e. sharing a stem: ). Based on the precedent of
the double-flat symbol, on how the three-quarter-tone flat is treated in SMuFL, and on how
often it is  referred to as a single sign by musicians explaining quarter-tone notation, we
consider it appropriate to encode ⟨⟩ as a distinct character.

Stein-Zimmermann quarter-tone accidentals are the default glyphs in the software notation
packages  Sibelius (Innervik  2008)  and  LilyPond.  They are now so common that  they have
essentially been adopted as part of common Western musical notation (CMN). Alexandra
Greffin-Klein writes on her “Contemporary Violin” blog regarding these accidentals: If this is
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the  system  you  use,  don’t  even  bother  mentioning  it  in  your  instructions:  any  musician  vaguely
interested in contemporary music knows what it is all about. If this is not the case, consider entrusting
your creation to someone else…! (Greffin-Klein, n.d.; shown as Fig. 11).

We quote further illuminating anonymous discussion on the Steinberg Forum, regarding
whether the default quarter-tone accidentals in the Dorico music notation software should be
the accidentals with arrows, or the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals (Anon. 2020):

In my experience the majority of microtonal music with quarter-tones written today uses the Stein-
Zimmermann notation of course with some variations such as arrows to indicate smaller than 1/4 tone
approximations  (natural  7ths,  eig[h]th-tones  etc).  […]  Here  are  just  a  few examples  of  composers
working with the Stein-Zimmermann set to qualify my point. Please feel free to share composers using
the Dorico default, or explain the decision – I’m curious, but either way I’d say it’s incontrovertible that
Stein-Zimmerman[n] is more widely used and that it therefore makes sense to adopt it as a default.

Patricia Alessandrini, Julian Anderson, Georges Aperghis, Joanna Bailie, Natasha Barrett, John Croft,
Chaya Czernowin, Steven Daverson, James Dillon, Brian Ferneyhough, Michael Finnissy, Beat Furrer,
Bernhard Gander, Philippe Hurel, Clara Iannotta, Mauro Lanza, Liza Lim, Tristan Murail, Hector Parra,
Enno Poppe, Kaaija Saariaho, Rebecca Saunders – nmrz [The entries in this list of composers were
originally delimited with line breaks; we have substituted commas for reasons of space.]

Hi—in my experience nmrz is quite right about the need to change the default 24-EDO accidentals. I
strongly recommend a rethink for Dorico 4. With love and respect to Elaine [Gould], her book doesn’t
reflect majority practice in the hundreds of new-music scores I see. The so-called “Stein-Zimmermann”
accidentals are beyond question the defaults in C21st “new music”—used by almost everyone, even if
they don’t know that that’s what they’re called! It’s generally now considered bad practice to use an
arrow for a quarter-tone, because arrows are reserved for divisions smaller than, or not cognate with, a
quarter-tone, including eighth-tones and the lowering from EDO of the 5th partial (i.e. the just major
third in a triad). In every case, an arrow requires explanation in the performing directions, so it has no
assumed meaning other than “some kind of alteration in this or that direction.” – cpower

Having noted from this quote that the current usage of arrows is  not for quarter-tones –
though that  usage  is  still  found in  older  scores  (Greffin-Klein  n.d.),  e.g.  in  the  works  of
György Ligeti (Jedrzejewski 2014, Hufflen 2017) – we add some remarks regarding the other
currently encoded quarter-tone accidentals. The Persian  sori 𝇩 and  koron 𝇪 are standard in
Persian  music  notation,  but  (at  least  to  our  knowledge)  are  not  used  in  contemporary
Western classical music.  The sharps and flats with a digit 4,  𝄲 and  𝄳,  are extremely rare:
Hufflen (2017) remarks “we have never seen them in any score.”
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Before the twenty-first century, composers using quarter-tones tended to invent their own
distinctive notation. For examples of the many notations that have been used and invented,
see Jedrzejewski (2014), especially the table of quarter-tone notation systems on p. 185–186
(reproduced as Fig. 14); many of these are encoded in SMuFL. It is not unknown nowadays to
standardise  earlier  quarter-tone  notation  and  rewrite  them  using  Stein-Zimmermann
quarter-tone accidentals,  as in Skinner (2006),  the in modern edition of Wyschnegradsky
(2017), and on Wikipedia. They are hence not currently requested. 

The next logical step beyond quarter-tones is to divide the scale further, into eighth-tones or
twelfth-tones.  Arrows  applied  to  the  basic  and  Stein-Zimmermann  accidentals  are
“becoming the norm” for eighth-tones (Greffin-Klein n.d.), although it is not unknown to use
them for twelfth-tones instead (Chahin 2017).  When used for eighth-tones, this creates a
degree of redundancy: a half-sharp with an up-arrow, for example, is equivalent to a normal
sharp with a down-arrow. There is no redundancy however when arrows indicate twelfth-
tones. Arrow extensions are currently supported by Unicode for the basic accidentals; we
request support for the remainder (the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals with arrows). These
are included in SMuFL as “extended Stein-Zimmermann accidentals” at U+E290–E29F.

There are other accidentals being used for other microtones. Many of these are included in
SMuFL  and  the  music  notation  software  MuseScore.  But  in  the  absence  of  a  universally
understood standard notation for such extensions at present, and considering the fact that
even third-tones,  sixth-tones,  and eighth-tones remain much less common than quarter-
tones in current practice (Greffin-Klein n.d.), we do not request them. 

According to SMuFL, the Stein-Zimmermann sharp accidentals are used in the notation of
Arabic music, and the Stein-Zimmermann quarter-tone sharp and quarter-tone flat are used
for the notation of Turkish music (they form part of the set of Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek accidentals).
However, both traditions require other accidentals as well, and since those extra symbols
have a different user community, we do not include them in this proposal.
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Figures

Fig. 1. From Innervik (2008), the default accidental keypad in Sibelius, showing the four 
Stein-Zimmermann accidentals. From the Sibelius Reference Guide, Version 2023.6, p. 225 
(https://resources.avid.com/SupportFiles/Sibelius/2023.6/Sibelius_Reference.pdf).
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Fig. 2. Hufflen (2017: 153–154), illustrating the Stein-Zimmermann quarter-tone accidentals,
mentioning that they are the more frequently used symbols.  A fused form of the three-
quarter-tone flat is shown. Several additional symbols are mentioned from the Arel-Ezgi-
Uzdilek notation used in Turkish music, which is outside the scope of this proposal.
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Fig. 3. Stone (1980:  68–69).  Three of the four Stein-Zimmermann accidentals (all  but the
three-quarter-flat) used in context, together with some criticism of other flat adaptations.

Fig. 4. Gould (2011: 69). The four Stein-Zimmermann accidentals (including a graphic variant
of the half-sharp), with criticism of some of the flat adaptations shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig.  5. From  Wikipedia,  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quarter_tone.  The  Stein-
Zimmermann accidentals used in a quarter-tone chromatic scale (similar to Stone, Fig. 2) and
in text. Note the discussion of the work of Charles Ives (1874–1954), “translating” his work to
the modern standard Stein-Zimmermann accidentals (he did not use them).
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(Continued ...)
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Fig. 6. (This and previous page.) Skinner (2006: 12–13, 18, 147). A PhD dissertation analysing
some  quarter-tone  works  by  Easley  Blackwood  Jr.  (1933–2023),  Alois  Hába  (1893–1973),
Charles Ives (1874–1954), and Ivan Wyschnegradsky (1893–1979).
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Fig. 7. The LilyPond notation reference, available at 
http://lilypond.org/doc/v2.24/Documentation/notation/writing-pitches. 
Note that the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals do not require explanatory comment: they are 
simply considered to be the quarter-tone accidentals.
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Fig. 8. Wyschnegradsky (2017: 1–2, 22). Despite its appearance, the three-quarter-flat symbol
is treated as an atomic character, just like the double-flat would be. The last example shows
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quarter-sharp accidentals within a key signature. 

This 2017 edition is another example of modernising notation. Wyschnegradsky himself used
different symbols for the quarter-flat and three-quarter-flat. 

Fig.  9. A  modern  edition  (2012,  ed.  Jonathan  Goodliffe)  of  Francisco  Valls’  Composición
enarmónica  para  instrumentos  de  arco (original  publication  1742).  Another  example  of
modernising the original notation to the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals (which indeed the
editor simply calls “modern notation” without comment), though the editor also provides a
version with the original notation (Valls originally used a diagonal cross-shaped symbol to
indicate raising by a quarter-tone).

Available on the International Music Score Library Project (IMSLP) at 
https://imslp.org/wiki/Composici%C3%B3n_enarm
%C3%B3nica_para_instrumentos_de_arco_%28Valls%2C_Francisco%29.
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Fig. 10. From Dolmetsch Music Theory Online, by Brian Blood 
(https://www.dolmetsch.com/musictheory7.htm). A discussion of quarter tones, with the 
Stein-Zimmermann accidentals used for the illustrations. Although it is acknowledged that 
“there are other sign conventions,” no others are shown.
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Fig. 11. Greffin-Klein (n.d.) illustrating the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals and stating the
ubiquity  of  their  use.  Followed by  an  excerpt  from Philippe  Hurel’s  So  nah,  so  fern with
Greffin-Klein’s  commentary on playing it  in tune,  to illustrate use of  Stein-Zimmermann
accidentals both in music and in text.
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Fig.  12. The  requested  Stein-Zimmermann  quarter-tone  accidentals  in  the  PUA  of  the
Nishiki-teki font (https://umihotaru.work/nishiki-teki_pua.pdf).

Fig. 13. The Stein-Zimmermann quarter-tone accidentals in SMuFL 
(https://w3c.github.io/smufl/latest/tables/stein-zimmermann-accidentals-24-edo.html). 
(The “narrow” forms in the bottom row are stylistic variants; they have the same meanings.)
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Fig. 14. Jedrzejewski (2014: 185–186). A list of quarter-tone notations that have been used by
various composers, with the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals highlighted in yellow. (Some of
the other shapes used, such as Xenakis’ and Etienne-Marie’s sharps circled in blue, might be
construed as glyph variants of the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals.)
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Fig. 15. Japanese Wikipedia (https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/微分音 ), notations for various
divisions of the tone: whole tones and half-tones in the middle two rows (standard), third-
tones and sixth-tones in the upper two rows,  and quarter-tones and eighth-tones in the
bottom two rows.  The quarter-tones use the Stein-Zimmermann accidentals.  The eighth-
tones use the already encoded basic accidentals with arrows and the four extended Stein-
Zimmermann accidentals REVERSED FLAT AND FLAT DOWN, REVERSED FLAT UP, HALF SHARP
DOWN, and ONE AND A HALF SHARP UP.
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Fig. 16. Bancquart et al. (2008). Notation for quarter-tones, eighth-tones and sixteenth-tones
used in the OpenMusic software. Quarter-tones are notated using the Stein-Zimmermann
accidentals, and eighth-tones by applying arrows. Only raising accidentals and arrows are
used. The sixteenth-tones are notated by splitting the arrow: each stroke contributing to the
tip of an arrow signifies raising by a sixteenth-tone. (We do not propose the sixteenth-tone
symbols as we have not encountered them elsewhere.) The software also proposes notations
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for  third-tones,  fifth-tones,  sixth-tones,  seventh-tones,  tenth-tones,  twelfth-tones,  and
fourteenth-tones, which are also not proposed.

Fig. 17. De Almeida Ribeiro & Neimog (2020). 
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Fig. 18. Tristan Murail, Allégories (1999: 4). Stein-Zimmermann accidentals used for quarter-
tones,  and  U+1D131  MUSICAL  SYMBOL  SHARP  DOWN used  for  raising  by  a  3/8-tone.
(Accessible at https://www.tristanmurail.com/pdf/28228.pdf  .  )
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Fig. 19. Chahin (2017: 15–16).  Slendro and  pelog scales (used in Indonesian gamelan music),
approximated in twelfth-tones.  The Stein-Zimmermann accidentals  are used for quarter-
tones, and raising or lowering arrows applied to them (or to the normal accidentals) indicate
twelfth-tones.
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Fig. 20. Chahin (2017: 26). Stein-Zimmermann accidentals used for quarter-tones (24-TET),
and their inflections with arrows used for twelfth-tones (72-TET). Chahin uses a filled glyph
variant of the reversed flat, with the same meaning as the empty glyph variant.
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Fig. 21. Chahin (2017: 30). An approximation of the first sixty-four notes of the overtone
series in twelfth-tones, notated with extended Stein-Zimmermann accidentals.
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Fig.  22. Philippe Leroux,  Postlude  à  l’épais (2016:  2,  14),  Billaudot.  The sharpening Stein-
Zimmermann accidentals, with arrows applied, used to denote eighth-tones. 
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Fig.  23. Randy  Wells,  The  Persistence  of  Memory,  taken  from  score  video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAnOwQY55bE  .   
Extended Stein-Zimmermann accidentals, with the additional help of double-arrows applied
to  normal  accidentals,  to  notate  sixteenth-tones,  which  are  themselves  used  as  an
approximation of 31-limit just intonation. (The double-arrowed accidentals are not included
in this proposal.)
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Fig. 24. Extended Stein-Zimmermann accidentals included in SMuFL 
(https://w3c.github.io/smufl/latest/tables/extended-stein-zimmermann-accidentals.html). 
As previously noted, the filled reversed flat is merely a glyph variant.
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